Making It Quick & Simple To Search & Find The Content You Need
dtSearch® Engine Plays An Integral Role In The Speedy Performance Of Ademero Software’s Content Central

Document Management, Plus Workflow

At its heart, Ademero is a software development company, says Tim Johnson, vice president of sales. “We’re in about every industry you can think of: oil and gas, medical, universities and colleges, and municipalities,” he says, with customers in companies of all sizes. “Basically any company that deals with documents or contents on a daily basis and wants to become more efficient.”

Johnson says Ademero’s newest product, CapturePoint, lets you intelligently or intuitively bring in documents to classify them, index them, and then export them to an accounting system or another application such as Ademero’s Content Central, which provides content management and, more specifically, document management, including workflow.

Once documents are in the Content Central program, Ademero relies on the dtSearch text retrieval engine to provide the performance needed for additional indexing and to help customers search document contents.

dtSearch makes it possible for Content Central to get metadata off of PDF files, for example, so users can search that content, Johnson says. “We utilize dtSearch in conjunction with SQL to basically expand the flexibility of what users can do and how they can use that data to search and find documents or content they need.”

Performance Advantage

Ademero product developers chose the dtSearch engine based primarily on performance. “It was the fastest there was,” Johnson says. “Looking at just database performance, Microsoft SQL couldn’t do that on its own. dtSearch provided that performance level.”

But over the years the choice of dtSearch has proven beneficial in many other ways. “Through our long-term relationship, we’ve appreciated the flexibility they have had in letting us use our business model in working with them and not just having some cookie cutter that we have to abide by,” Johnson says. “They didn’t just push a box across the table and say, ‘Here’s what you have to use and here’s how our agreement needs to be.’”

Superior Technology

dtSearch’s technology has also proven superior. “We try to be on the cutting-edge with our products, and therefore we need the vendors or ones we integrate with to be on that same wavelength,” Johnson says. “Out of all the vendors we have, they are by far the best.”

Johnson says the dtSearch product is incredibly stable. “They’ve done a tremendous job.” But when Ademero experts need help from dtSearch, they’re always available quickly.

In one recent case, Ademero pros consulted with dtSearch support about a problem one of its customers was having. “Within the same day, dtSearch had a patch for us. The customer was happy, we were happy, and everybody was great,” he says. “They’re almost like family to us we’re so integrated.”

The Smart Choice for Text Retrieval® since 1991, dtSearch has provided enterprise and developer text retrieval along with document filters for more than 24 years. The company offers parsing, extraction, conversion, and searching of a broad spectrum of data formats. Supported data types encompass databases, static and dynamic website data, popular “Office” formats, compression formats, and emails (including the full text of nested attachments). The dtSearch product line includes enterprise and developer text search products, meeting some of the largest-capacity text retrieval needs in the world. dtSearch products have received hundreds of excellent case studies and press reviews (please see www.dtsearch.com for these). The company has distributors worldwide with coverage on six continents.

Ademero

Florida-based Ademero Software helps companies of all sizes with their content management and, more specifically, document management needs. The company’s CapturePoint makes it easy to scan, classify, automate, distribute, and archive virtually any type of document. The Content Central document management software works with the documents you’ve captured, providing fully-searchable PDF files you can retrieve based on keywords and other index information.
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